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In this higher consciousness love story, author Jeff Brown shares the poignant journey of Lowen

and Sarah, two soulmates who have found their way to one another yet again. This intimate and

revealing account is told through Lowen's eyes, as he experiences the heights and depths that

come with meeting his beloved. In this remarkably engaging story, we walk beside the lovers as

they touch the divine and then struggle to ground their love in daily life. From the heights of sacred

sexuality to the depths of human foible, they ultimately have to choose: surrender to this love or

shrink back to mediocrity, work through their emotional baggage or flee the connection, open to the

next portal of possibility or postpone it until the next lifetime. Shaped and reshaped in loves cosmic

kiln, Sarah and Lowen become a symbol of our own longing for wholeness in the presence of

another.This book is a rare and unique gem, one of the first of its kind. Rivetingly real and magically

poetic, it sheds new light on the evolving relational paradigm of "uncommon bonds," "soulmates"

and Jeff Brown's unique term "wholemates." In a world that yearns for deep soul connection, An

Uncommon Bond provides a blueprint of conscious relationship for us all-reminding us of the

luminous nature of great love, and showing us the opportunities for expansion that live at its heart.
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I eagerly awaited the arrival of An Uncommon Bond both because I have great admiration for Jeff

Brown's courageous voyage into dissolving the walls between spirituality and emotional healing and

because I have always been a miner for great love and a believer that love is a gift that comes from

the higher realms. To read his telling of the hero's journey through an experience of profound love

that shakes the very foundations of his beingness is to grow more capable of the honesty, courage,

humility, unconditionality, and presence needed to even begin to sustain a great love. He writes this

story to move us all forward in our vision and capacity for experiencing God/All That is (whatever

words that work for you) through the juicy, embodied experience of lovingly bringing ourselves ready

to each other, healing into wholeness, vulnerable, present, creative and vibrantly alive.If you are on

a path of the heart, an embodied path of spiritual illumination and emotional healing into wholeness,

this book is SO for you. It will not disappoint. You will be moved in your depths, subtly or not so

subtly transforming your relationship to yourself and to love. I have grown; you will grow; the ones

you love will grow; and the world will grow because of this book. I don't mean to exclude you if you

don't describe yourself that way, so let me broaden it to anyone who longs for a great love grounded

in the everyday yet soaring beyond the mundane and diving into the liquid depths of love's gifts.Do

not think that a love like this comes without pain, and oftentimes, it seems, without long periods of

separation, as both the person who leaves and the person who is left do the necessary work to heal

their fears and emotional wounds/shadow before they can truly ground such a powerful love in

everyday life. Another reviewer described it as the different male and female wild inner worlds and

consciousness. It is that, yet it also has Lowen and Sarah in the less stereotypic roles when it

comes to who is more avoidant and who is more grasping. It would be fantastic to have a telling of

the tale from the Sarah's side, as we mostly peak in on her experience through male eyes of the

writer and the main character.Imagine...if the world took to this book the way this country has taken

to 50 Shades of Grey...what each of our experiences of the world could be! They are twinned

opposites. 50 Shades of Grey exploiting the old power over paradigm, the armored warrior and the

vulnerable maiden going into battle that causes pain and anguish, punctuated by a sexuality that is

not heart centered and certainly not an expression of our connection to the Divine.We, who are

un-armoring each in our own ways, will be warmed and soothed at the hearth-fires of this

extraordinary book.



The author is good at thoughtful phrasing and thought-provoking "snippets" of thought but is not a

story teller. The pacing and character development were "off

Maybe it's because I listened to it, and didn't read it myself. I found the main character to be a bit

pathetic, and he kind of went on and on and on. I would not recommend this book.

The raw truth in this writing is palpable. Love in its beauty, glory, brutality and all that teaches. It is a

brilliant read that will make you think more than twice about the love bonds in your life.

This writing is hard to endure. A potentially good message gets lost in the annoying word choice

from the author.

At a minimum, it is in dire need of editing. My bad for buying based on a promotional excerpt that

had promise. I couldn't recommend it.

I purchased this book in response to a Facebook Ad that included a very nice quote from the book. I

thought, Hey it's a little pricier than I like at $11 for an e-book, but that quote looked really

good...The story may be good, and there may be great insights in it, however the beginning was told

almost entirely in exposition. I couldn't force myself to read past the first 10% of it, so I don't know if

the storytelling got any better.

Poorly written, awful piece of garbage. I am so irritated that I wasted my money on this book.
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